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ABSTRACT Iris biometric identification allows for contactless authentication, which helps to avoid the
transmission of diseases like COVID-19. Biometric systems become unstable and hazardous due to spoofing
attacks involving contact lenses, replayed video, cadaver iris, synthetic Iris, and printed iris. This work
demonstrates the iris presentation attacks detection (Iris- PAD) approach that uses fragmental coefficients
of transform iris images as features obtained using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Haar Transform,
and hybrid Transform. In experimental validations of the proposed method, three main types of feature
creation are investigated. The extracted features are utilized for training seven different machine learning
classifiers alias Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), and decision
tree(J48) with ensembles of SVM+RF+NB, SVM+RF+RT, and RF+SVM+MLP (multi-layer perceptron)
for proposed iris liveness detection. The proposed iris liveness detection variants are evaluated using various
statistical measures: accuracy, Attack Presentation Classification Error Rate (APCER), Normal Presentation
Classification Error Rate (NPCER), Average Classification Error Rate (ACER). Six standard datasets are
used in the investigations. Total nine iris spoofing attacks are getting identified in the proposed method.
Among all investigated variations of proposed iris-PAD methods, the 4 × 4 of fragmental coefficients of a
Hybrid transformed iris image with RF algorithm have shown superior iris liveness detection with 99.95%
accuracy. The proposed hybridization of transform for features extraction has demonstrated the ability to
identify all nine types of iris spoofing attacks and proved it robust. The proposed method offers exceptional
performances against the Synthetic iris spoofing images by using a random forest classifier.Machine learning
has massive potential in a similar domain and could be explored further based on the research requirements.

INDEX TERMS Iris presentation attacks, liveness detection, Haar transformation, DCT, hybrid transform.

I. INTRODUCTION
Authentication is an essential step for giving resources
access to authorized individuals. Conventional authentication
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systems like a pin, card, and password need the remembers.
The biometric authentication system is easy to use, and no
need to remember a password, card, and pin code. Several
biometric characteristics like the fingerprint, iris, palm print,
the face are used for authentication and recognition. These
authentication systems cannot distinguish between real users
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and imposters who have unethically accessed the system
[1], [2]. People attack biometric authentication systems to
obtain the rights of others by spoofing.

Compared to fingerprint, face or iris-based authentication
provides a more vital contactless identification of the user.
The contactless approach helps to prevent the spread of
viruses and diseases like COVID-19. Iris has complex
textures and unique features, so it is widely used in
identification and authentication in most applications [3],
like the Aadhar card project for identifying citizens in India,
on Amsterdam airport, and US Canadian border [4]. Even
though the iris has a unique texture pattern, there is a
possibility of being spoofed by the imposter. People attack
biometric devices to obtain the rights of others.

Iris detection systems can be easily spoofed by using
different contact lenses, such as transparent lenses, colored
lenses, and textured lenses. By using the transparent lenses,
the imposter cannot modify the iris texture but can change the
reflection property of the iris recognition system [5]. With
the help of textured color lenses, the actual texture of an
iris can be hidden by an imposter. The system can also be
easily spoofed by replaying a video showing iris and also by
iris print attacks (which means the iris pattern is introduced
to the machine by printing an iris image). Print attacks are
performed in two modes [6]. First is Print and Scan, in which
high quality printed iris pattern is scanned, and second is
Print and Capture in which the scanner takes the snapshot.
In cadaver attacks, an imposter uses a dead person’s eye
to spoof the biometric authentication system. Authors Fathy
and Ali [7] proved that imposter might use synthetic iris to
imitate the genuine user to birch the biometric authentication
system by including the synthesized iris area into authentic
iris images [7].

The different types of attacks reduced the level of security
of the iris liveness detection system. Therefore, to improve
the safety of systems to an appropriate degree, there is an
urgent need to develop an iris spoofing attacks detection
system), [4]. Using various standard benchmark datasets, the
proposed study provides a robust technique to efficiently
detect multiple spoofing attacks with reduced feature vector
size.

The main objectives of the paper are as follows:
• Proposing the use of fragmental coefficients of Hybrid
transformed iris image as features in iris-PAD detection.
The hybrid transform is generated using Cosine and
Haar transforms.

• To select the optimal size of fragmental coefficients of
transformed iris as features without compromising the
performance of iris -PAD.

• Performance comparison of machine learning classifiers
and ensembles to decide which classifier is better for
Iris- PAD;

• Against nine types of spoofing attacks across various
existing benchmark datasets with the help of perfor-
mancesmetrics like Accuracy, Attack Presentation Clas-
sification Error Rate (APCER), Normal Presentation

Classification Error Rate (NPCER), Average Classifica-
tion Error Rate (ACER),), [4].

The following is a breakdown of this paper’s struc-
ture: Section 2 outlines prevailing methods. The proposed
methodology’s phases are discussed in depth in Section 3.
The experimental environment and dataset are described
in Section 4. Results are described in Section 5. The
performance comparisons of the proposed system with those
accessible in the literature are discussed in Section 6. Finally,
the concluding remarks are summarized in Section 7.

II. REVIEW OF EXISTING IRIS PRESENTATION ATTACKS
DETECTION METHODS
Iris presentation attacks are becoming one of the prominent
hurdles in getting a foolproof biometric authentication system
implemented for applications. Various types of spoofing
attacks are possible in iris-based authentication systems like
print attacks, Contact lens attacks, replay video attacks,
cadaver iris attacks, and synthetic iris attacks. In literature,
most of the systems are able to detect a few of these spoofing
attacks. Many approaches have been studied for getting the
iris presentation attacks mitigated. Few of such prominent
approaches of detecting iris presentation attacks are discussed
here,

Lim et al. [8] decomposed an iris image into four levels
using 2D Haar wavelet transform and quantizing the fourth-
level high-frequency information to form an 87-bit code.
A modified competitive learning neural network (LVQ)
was used for classification. Naqvi et al. [9] developed a
system to detect Accurate Ocular Regions such as the iris
and sclera. This system is based on Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) model with a lite-residual encoder-decoder
network. Average segmentation error is used to evaluate the
segmentation results. The publicly available databases are
considered for the evaluation of the system.

Kimura et al. [10] designed a Liveness Detection System
using CNN, improving the model’s accuracy by tuning
hyperparameter. For measuring the system’s performances,
APCER and BPCER performance metrics are used. The
hyperparameters considered in this paper are the number
of epochs (max), Batch size, Learning rate, and Weight
decay hyperparameters. Author Kimura works only for print
and contact lenses attacks. Lin and Su [11] developed Face
Anti-Spoofing and Liveness Detection system using CNN.
The iris image is resized to 256 × 256, and RGB and HSV
color spaces are used. The author claims better iris’s liveness
predictions. Long and Zeng [12] identified iris liveness
detection with the help of the BNCNN architecture with
eighteen layers. The batch normalization technique is used
in BNCNN to avoid overfitting and gradient disappearing
during training. The author identified only a few Iris-PAD
attacks.

Agarwal et al. [13] used to fingerprint and iris identity for
liveness detection. The standard Haralick’s statistical features
based on the Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM)
and Neighborhood Gray-Tone Difference Matrix (NGTDM)
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TABLE 1. Summary of literature review.

generate a feature vector from the fingerprint. Texture
features from the iris are used to boost the system’s
performance. A rotation-invariant feature- set comprising
Zernike moments and Polar harmonic transforms that extract
local intensity variations for detecting iris spoofing attacks
is introduced by Kaur et al. [4]. The spoofing attacks on
various sensors also significantly affect the system’s overall
efficiency. However, they detected print and contact lenses
attacks only. In another work, Agarwal et al. [14] used
a feature descriptor, i.e., local binary hexagonal extrema
pattern, for the fake iris detection. The proposed descriptor
exploits the relationship between the center pixel and its
Hexa neighbor. The hexagonal shape using the six-neighbor
approach is preferable to the rectangular structure due to its
higher symmetry. This approach’s limitation covers only print
and contact lenses attack, and complexity is very high.

Author Li et al. [15] detect iris-PAD using Modified-
GLCM with MLP networks. The author claims good
accuracy, but the system detects only contact lens attacks.
The system’s computational complexity is much larger than
traditional algorithms. Author Fang et al. [16] identifies
iris-PAD using the attention-based deep pixel-wise binary
supervision (A-PBS) method. It captures the fine-grained
pixel/patch-level cues with the help of PBS. It finds regions

that contribute the most to an accurate PAD decision
automatically by the attention mechanism. The author claims
good accuracy for iris-PAD. Khade et al. [17] used GLCM,
Thepade’s sorted block truncation coding (TSBTC), and
fusion of GLCM with TSBTC. With the help of ensembles
of classifiers, the author achieved 99.68% accuracy. The
limitation of the study is author identified only print and
contact lens iris spoofing attacks.

Author [18] Arora et al. proposed a multimodal biometric
system using the fusion of features of iris and face.

Multiple pre-trainedmodels are used for feature extraction.
The author achieved good accuracy but identified only two
iris spoofing attacks. Author Garg et al. [19] identified
human iris using 2DPCA, GA, and SIFT features extraction.
Hough transform and canny edge detection are used for
segmentation. The author achieved 96.40% accuracy but
worked on a single dataset. Most of the studies from the
literature identify only print and contact lens iris spoofing
attacks [14], [20]–[22]. A regular comparison of a few of
these existing iris presentation attacks detection methods is
given in table 1.

The above methods have in common that they all have
addressed a few types of Iris spoofing attacks. The robustness
of iris presentation attacks detection is not explored against
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all known types of spoofing attacks [23]. There is a need
to devise a method of iris presentation attacks detection that
will be robust against all the known spoofing attacks with a
performance similar to or better than the existing methods.
The existing method in literature got validated on one or
two of the existing datasets; there is a need to get the iris
presentation attacks detection method validated across more
possible prominent existing datasets.

Mostly in literature, the existing method has used machine
learning classifiers like Random forest, NB, SVM. It would
be interesting to check the performances using a few more
machine learning algorithms.

Most of the existing iris presentation attacks detection
methods need pre-processing of iris images in the form of
segmentation, normalization, etc. Can simple pre-processing
may give us simple or better performances? It is interesting
to explore whether we can repeat similar performances or
better performance of iris presentation attacks detection using
simpler pre-processing methods.

III. PROPOSED IRIS PRESENTATION ATTACKS
DETECTION USING DCT, HAAR, AND HYBRID
TRANSFORMATION TECHNIQUES
A standard iris includes arching ligaments, furrows, ridges,
crypts, rings, corona, freckles, and a zigzag collarette, among
other complicated patterns. The extraction of these intricate
patterns is quite tricky. For that reason, in the research
presented here, the iris image itself has been used. The
iris image of size 128 × 128 pixels is considered. This
size of the image will be too heavy to train the classifiers,
and training will take an extremely long time [24]. One
of the solutions to this can be downscaling the iris image
size, which may result in the loss of critical information.
Wavelet decomposition provides a solution to this challenge
since wavelets have localized frequency data, allowing
features with similar resolutions to be matched [24]. When
a 2-d wavelet transformation is performed to an image,
it decomposes it into four segments: LL, LH, HL, and
HH [24]. Approximation of the image is what the LL stands
for; the horizontal detail, vertical detail, and diagonal detail of
the image are represented by LH, HL, and HH, respectively.
The LL coefficients store the most significant amount of
energy and information. So, these are the values that are
highly sought after to achieve. The wavelet decomposed iris
image after three phases is shown in figure 1. After three steps
of wavelet decomposition, the training images were prepared.
The LL3 coefficients, which have 8 × 8 = 64 features, were
used. DCT, Haar, and Hybrid wavelets were employed in
the decomposition process. The generated feature vector was
2D and had 8 × 8 dimensions. Before training the classifier,
it was converted to a 1D vector of length 64 by placing the
side of the row by the side, as shown in figure 2 [24].

The basic diagram of the Iris-PAD system is shown
in figure 3. The proposed approach is divided into three
phases. Iris image resizing, feature formation, and iris
presentation attack detection. While feature formation, three

FIGURE 1. Wavelet decomposition of iris image after three stages.

types of orthogonal transforms are considered: DCT, Haar,
and Hybrid.

A. IRIS IMAGE RESIZING
The proposed technique does not use the segmentation and
normalization steps which are commonly used in existing
false iris detection systems. In the proposed algorithm,
the only iris pre-processing approach used is resizing the
iris images to make them of size 128 × 128. Across the
considered the iris image datasets based on the sensors
used acquired iris Images are either in RGB format for
sensors (LG, Congent, Vista) or in grayscale format (LG,
Dalsa). Hence all the images are considered in the grayscale
equivalent format in experimentation presented here.

B. FEATURE FORMATION
There are two advantages to representing an image in the
transform domain [25]. Focusing on high-energy components
reduces the size of the feature vector, which intern may speed
up the retrieval\classification process. Second, data in the
transform domain is usually independent of illumination and
rotational fluctuations, which are prominent in spatial domain
data; this results in a more robust retrieval\classification
mechanism. Because of these advantages, generally, image
transform is the obvious choice for reducing the size of
feature vectors in biometric detection systems [25].

The proposed approach implements two well-established
transforms to extract features from iris images, namely the
DCT transform and Haar transform. After that, hybridization
of DCT and Haar transformations is applied to extract the
features. Earlier the use of fragmental coefficients as features
for cosine and Haar transformed samples is proven more
efficacious for Content-Based Video Retrieval [26]. The
wavelet transforms derived from orthogonal transforms have
provided more energy compaction, resulting in a smaller
feature vector size [25]. The proposed feature formation also
aims at applying hybrid wavelet transform (generated using
DCT and Haar) for iris-PAD.
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FIGURE 2. Two-dimensional to the one-dimensional conversion of extracted features from Iris images.

1) DCT AND HAAR
A Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is a function that
describes a finite sequence of data points as a sum of cosine
functions oscillating at various frequencies. The DCT, first
introduced by Nasir Ahmed in 1972, is commonly used
in signal processing and data compression transformation
techniques. The cosine transform enables high energy content
to accumulate in the low-frequency region in the transform
domain. The higher energy and important information are
contained within the left topmost corner of the cosine
transformed iris image. This achieves the significant energy
compaction in a relatively smaller number of high energy
coefficients. So, these coefficients are considered as the
desired feature vector elements. The low-frequency (high
energy region) of Cosine transformed iris image coefficients
is taken in sizes ‘16× 16’, ‘8× 8’, and’ 4× 4’ to form feature
vectors for the proposed Iris-PAD. These feature vectors
were created using Cosine transformed iris images with high
energy coefficients that help to reduce the size of feature
vectors. Table 2 shows the number of feature vector elements
used to represent iris features and percentage reduction in the
feature vector size. These reduced feature vectors result in
faster iris-liveness detection. The compacted high energy in
these low-frequency coefficients does improve the accuracy
of iris presentation attacks detection. These high-energy
feature vectors are used further to train the machine learning
algorithms and ensembles for Iris-PAD.

The DCT functions can be defined as

Xc (k)= 1/N
∑N−1

n=o
XnCos(

(2n+ 1) k
2N

) (1)

where k = 0,1,2, . . . .N-1
Haar, a Hungarian mathematician, introduced the Haar

transform in 1910 [27]. One of the first transform algorithms
proposed was the Haar transform, which is based on the
Haar statistic. The Haar function is a rectangular pair of
orthonormal functions [28]. The Haar function differs in
both scale and position, unlike the Fourier transform basis
function, which simply varies in frequency.

The Haar sequence consists of a brief positive impulse
followed by a concise representation of numbers ranging
from 0 to k-1, with each repetition changing only one bit

TABLE 2. Feature vector with several fragmental coefficient sizes, with %
fragmental energy and % reduction in feature vector size.

of inaccuracy [28]. The elements of the Haar transform are
obtained from the Haar matrix, which has the elements 1, 0,
and −1 [29].

The Haar functions can be defined as
When k = 0, the Haar function is defined as a constant

ho (t) = 1/
√
N (2)

When k > 0, the Haar function is defined by

hk (t) = 1/
√
N

 2 p2
−2 p2
0

 (3)

where p determines the amplitude and width of the non-zero
part of the function.

Fragmental coefficients are generated using DCT and Haar
orthogonal transforms. The transform concentrates the higher
energy coefficients of the transformed image in the upper left
corner of the transformed image matrix, as shown in figure 4.
The benefit of energy compaction of transforms in higher
energy coefficients is taken to reduce the feature vector size
per image [29]. Themost discriminating DCT coefficients are
extracted, and the remaining ones are discarded [30]. Smaller
feature vector sizes take less time to compare, resulting in
faster identification of false /genuine iris images.

2) HYBRIDIZATION OF DCT AND HAAR TRANSFORM
In several cases, respective wavelet transformations are
proven to be superior to orthogonal transforms [6]. The
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FIGURE 3. Block diagram of the proposed Iris-PAD using fragmental energy of Cosine, Haar, and Hybrid transformed iris Image.

hybrid wavelet transforms outperformed their constituent
transformations in applying image compression [31]. The

hybrid wavelet transform is made up of two orthogonal
transforms [31]. Moreover, from ‘m’ combinations of
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FIGURE 4. Proposed fragmental ‘energy-based feature formation methods from Cosine/ Haar/ Hybrid transformed iris images for iris presentation
attacks detection.

multiple orthogonal transforms, hybridization of Cosine and
Haar showed the best performance in the image compression
domain [25].

Combining two fundamental matrices, such as the Discrete
Cosine Transform and the Haar Transform, yields the hybrid
transform. The concept of a hybrid wavelet transform
arises from the need to combine the characteristics of two
orthogonal transforms to get benefit from both of their
strengths [32]. The main benefit of this matrix is that it may
be utilized with images that don’t have size integer powers of
two [28].

As illustrated in figure 5, the hybrid wavelet transform
matrix of size N × N can be formed from two orthogonal
transform matrices (say A and B) of sizes p × p and q ×
q, respectively, where N = pxq. The multiplication of each
element of the first row of the orthogonal transform ‘A’
with each of the columns of the orthogonal transform ‘B’
is used to compute the first ‘q’ number of rows of the
hybrid wavelet transform matrix. The second row of the
orthogonal transform matrix ‘A’ is shift rotated after being
appended with zeros for the next ‘q’ number of hybrid
wavelet transform matrix rows, as shown in Figure 5 [28].
The remaining number of rows of hybrid wavelet transform
matrix is generated with shift rotated rows with zero
appending transform matrix ‘A’. The hybrid transform matrix
thus obtained is used for taking transformed iris images, and
feature vectors (taken as high energy fragmental coefficients)
are generated.

C. CLASSIFICATION AND IRIS PRESENTATION ATTACK
DETECTION
The proposed approach of Iris-PAD uses different machine
learning classifiers with ensemble combinations. The Tenfold
cross-validation approach is used for training these classifiers
for iris presentation attacks detection. The Tenfold cross-
validation approach gives a chance for training machine

learning classifiers. It gives a chance to all samples from the
dataset for being part of training or test data, resulting in a
less biased trained classifier. The machine learning classifiers
employed here are Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive
Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), and C4.5 decision tree
(J48) with ensembles of SVM+RF+NB, SVM+RF+RT
(Random Tree), and RF+SVM+MLP (multi-layer percep-
tron). All these classifiers are selected based on the classifiers
used earlier in literature for iris-PAD [33]. The majority
voting logic is used here for creating the ensembles of
machine learning classifiers. The performance comparison
of the machine learning classifiers trained using fragmental
coefficients of cosine transform iris image, Haar transform
iris image, and Hybrid transformed iris image is explored for
proposed iris PAD.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION SET-UP
This section is divided into two subsections. The first subsec-
tion discusses all six datasets used for experimental valida-
tions, and the second subsection elaborates on performance
measures used to calculate the performances of proposed
approaches. The experiments have been performed using
Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-6006U CPU @ 2.00GHz 1.99 GHz,
12.0 GB RAM, and 64-bit operating system with MATLAB
R2015a as a programming platform. Weka3.8 is used for
classification and liveness detection.

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATASET
The efficiency of the proposed method against various
types of iris spoofing attacks is evaluated using multiple
databases [7].

1) LIVDET-IRIS 2015: CLARKSON DATASET
Dataset has different training and testing images. Datasets in
different training and testing images, resulting in a total of
3726 images (all these images are used for experimentation
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FIGURE 5. Hybrid transform generation using [A]p × p DCT matrix and [B] q × q Haar Matrix.

in the proposed work). Images presented in this dataset
are captured using Dalsa and LG sensors. The dataset has
three types of iris images, Live, pattern (contact lens), and
printed [34]

Here pattern (contact lens) images refer to CL_TX, and
Print images refer to PP. Figure 6 shows samples of Live,
Pattern, and Printed iris images from the dataset.

2) IIITD IRIS COMBINED SPOOFING DATASET (CSD)
CSD does not provide separate training and testing images.
The classifiers are trained with 2250 images (1200 real, 600
Print_scan, and 450 Print_Capture) from the CSD database
and tested with the remaining samples. Datasets provided
three types of iris images: normal (original images), print-
capture, and print-scan [35]–[37].

• In Print-Capture, the image of the iris is captured using
a scanner, which is referred to as print + capture.

• Print-Scan mode, the iris pattern is produced first on a
high-quality printer and then scanned, a process known
as print + Scan.

Print + capture iris images refer to PC, and print +
scan images refer to PS throughout the experiments.
Figure 6 shows samples of the original iris image, print +
capture iris image, and print + scan iris image from the
dataset.

3) IIITD CONTACT LENS IRIS (CLI DATASET)
The image analysis and biometrics laboratory of the IIIT
Delhi provides the IIIT-D CLI database [37], [38]. It is
made up of 6570 iris images from 101 different participants.
Each subject’s left and right iris photos are taken, yielding
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FIGURE 6. Sample iris images from Clarkson 2015, IIITD iris, combined spoofing, IITD contact lens Iris DB, and CASIA-Iris-Syn dataset images.

a total of 202 iris classes. The cogent CIS 202 dual iris
sensor and the VistaFA2E single iris sensor were used to
capture images [39]. This Dataset provides three types of
iris Images Live (original images), colored contact lens, and
clear contact lens. In colored contact lens: images captured
by wearing a colored lens; In clear contact lens: Images
captured by wearing a contact lens with no color and no
texture.

Colored contact lens iris images are referred to as CL_CO,
and clear contact lens images are referred to as CL_CL in this
paper Figure 6 shows samples of iris images taken from this
dataset.

4) CASIA-IRIS-SYN (SYNTHESIZED IRIS IMAGES)
CASIA-Iris-Syn is a subset of CASIA-Iris V4. It includes
9980 synthetic iris images from 1000 different classes. The
iris patterns are artificially synthesized using images from
CASIA-Iris V1. The images are created using the approach
outlined in Biometrics Ideal Test, n.d. The inclusion of the iris
region into the authentic images improves the realism of the
synthesized images. Intra-class changes include deformation,
blurring, and rotation. It isn’t easy to distinguish between
natural and synthetic visuals [7].

In addition to 9980 CASIA-Iris-Syn datasets also 1500
Live/Normal iris images are taken for experimentation in
the proposed work (500 each taken from LivDet-Iris 2015:
Clarkson, IIITD iris Combined spoofing dataset (CSD), and
IIITD CLI).

5) WARSAW-BIOBASE-POST-MORTEM-IRIS v1.0
Warsaw-BioBase-Post-Mortem-Iris v 1.0 is a set of data
prepared by the Warsaw University of Technology in
Poland in collaboration with Medical University [40]. The
dataset gathers images of post-mortem irises acquired in
visible and near-infrared illumination. Dataset consists of
480 NIR- illuminated images accompanied by 850 color
photographs. Images were acquired from 34 distinct irises
(17 subjects). The deceased’s age ranged from 37 to 75 years
old [29]. Dataset provides only cadaver iris images. In addi-
tion to these cadaver iris images, dataset, 1500 Live/Normal
Iris images are taken into consideration (500 each) from
IIITD Spoofing, IIITD contact, and Clarkson 2015 datasets.

6) MULTIPLE BIOMETRIC GRAND CHALLENGES
The Multiple Biometric Grand Challenge (MBGC) dataset
is assembled by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) [41]. The primary goal of the MBGC
is to investigate, test, and improve the performance of face
and iris recognition on both still and video imagery. The
dataset consists of 986 iris video sequences and 8589 high-
quality NIR still-iris images of 129 participants. Dataset
provides live iris video sequences; the 4th frame was selected
from each video used as live iris images for implementation.
In addition to 986 live iris images, 1500 spoofed iris images
are considered for experimentation in the proposed work
(taken 500 each from the IIITD Spoofing, IIITD contact, and
Clarkson 2015 dataset).
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B. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
For comparing the performance of all the experimented
variations of the proposed iris-PAD method, the accuracy as
standard machine learning performance evaluation metrics is
used. In addition, other biometric authentication performance
measures are taken into consideration: such as APCER,
NPCER, ACER, defined by ISO/IEC 30,107-3 for Presen-
tation Attack Detection, [34]. APCER represents the spoof
images which are wrongly classified as normal, and NPCER
represents the normal images which are incorrectly classified
as spoofed. The average of APCER and NPCER is ACER.
The greater the value of accuracy and the lower the ACER
represented, the superior the system’s performance [4].

Let True Positive-TP, True Negative-TN, False Positive-
FP, and False Negative-FN of the Iris-PAD. The TP indicates
the data samples, which are predicted as live iris and are
live samples. The TN gives the data samples detected as
spoofed iris and also are spoofed iris samples. FP indicates
the samples identified as live but is spoofed ones. FN shows
the data samples detected as spoofed but are the live iris
samples. Equations 4 to 7 give the formula for all performance
measures used in this study.

Accuracy =
(TP+ TN )

TP+ TN + FP+ FN
(4)

APCER =
FP

TN + FP
(5)

NPCER =
FN

TP+ FN
(6)

ACER =
(APCER+ NPCER)

2
(7)

V. RESULTS
The proposed iris -PAD method is validated through the
experimentations carried out using six datasets with three
orthogonal transforms, DCT, Haar, and hybrid transform of
cosine and Haar using several machine learning classifiers
and ensembles. This section is organized into four sub-
sections. Section V A represents results and observation and
graphs of fragmental coefficients of cosine transform iris
image use for iris-PAD. Section VB represents the results and
observation of the fragmental coefficients of Haar transform
iris images used as features. The fragmental coefficients of
the Hybrid transform generated with DCT and Haar used
for transforming iris image are discussed in section V C.
Section V D presents the performances of the proposed
iris -PAD method for respective iris spoofing attacks.

Table 3 depicts the performance comparison of variation
of proposed iris PAD using fragmental coefficients DCT,
fragmental coefficients of Haar, and fragmental coefficients
of Hybrid transforms iris images used with various machine
learning classifiers and ensembles. Here iris -PAD accuracy
of respective variation for the experimentation carried out
with the help of specific attacks of the respective dataset. The
Clarkson, IIITD spoofing, and IIITD contact datasets have
more than one iris attacks images, so there are nine attacks

of iris spoofing. There are mainly nine sections in the table.
Here PP represents a print attack, CL_TX represents texture
contact lens, PC represents print capture attack, PS represents
print scan attack, SY is synthetic iris, CL_CO is a colored
contact lens, CL_CL represents clear contact lens, the CD is
Cadaver iris, and VID represents video attack.

From table 3, it is observed that the performance of iris
liveness detection (iris - PAD) gets improved with a lower
number of fragmental coefficients of transformed iris images.
This happens as a higher number of coefficients compacted in
fewer fragmental coefficients of transformed iris images. The
variations in considering a number of fragmental coefficients
with sizes 8× 8 and 4× 4 are presented in the table. From the
percentage accuracy value observed during experimentation
for iris -PAD, it can be concluded that the lower number of
high fragmental coefficients of transform iris image results in
better accuracy of iris PAD.

A. RESULTS OF IRIS-PAD WITH FRAGMENTAL
COEFFICIENTS OF COSINE TRANSFORM IRIS
The subsection explains the results of iris PAD using
fragmental coefficients of cosine transform iris features. DCT
compresses the maximum of the energy (compacting essen-
tial information) from the iris image to the left topmost corner
of the transformed iris image. This achieves the maximum
possible energy compaction in a significantly smaller number
of high energy coefficients of transformed iris. The low-
frequency high energy region of cosine transformed iris
image coefficients are taken in sizes as ‘16 × 16’,’8 × 8’,
and ‘4 × 4’. From table 3, it is observed that by using
16 × 16 fragmental coefficients of cosine transformed iris
(as observed from an average of accuracy values across
all datasets and all machine learning classifiers), the good
performance is achieved because of the energy compaction
property of Cosine transform.

Table 4 shows best performers using accuracy for the
proposed Iris-PAD approach with DCT transform for the
datasets used during implementation. From Table 4, it is
observed that images of synthetic iris from CASIA datasets
got 99.92% accuracy with ‘8 × 8’ fragmental coefficients of
DCT transforms iris by using the ensemble SVM+RF+NB
of classifiers. Similarly, random forest using 8× 8 fragmental
coefficients of DCT transform iris achieved 99.85% accuracy
for cadaver iris Images from the post-mortem iris dataset.

Figure 7 presents the performance evaluation of proposed
iris PAD using fragmental coefficients of cosine transformed
iris against considered iris spoofing attacks for specific
machine learning classifiers. It is observed from the obtained
values of accuracy that the proposed approach gives better
robustness against synthetic iris images across all classifiers
and ensembles.

The Random forest classifier gave better accuracy indicat-
ing more robustness against all types of iris spoofing attacks
except PC. PS, SY, and VID attacks. The Random forest may
have shown better performances due to bagging and feature
randomness used in random forests while building the tree.
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TABLE 3. Performance evaluation using accuracy for variants of proposed approach of Iris-PAD.
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FIGURE 7. Performance evaluation of considered iris Spoofing attacks for specific machine learning classifiers in the proposed approach of Iris-PAD for
DCT transforms using percentage accuracy.

TABLE 4. Best performance using accuracy for the proposed approach of
Iris-PAD using DCT transform for all datasets used during implementation.

B. RESULTS OF IRIS-PAD WITH FRAGMENTAL
COEFFICIENTS OF HAAR TRANSFORM IRIS
The subsection explains the results of iris PAD using
fragmental coefficients of Haar transform iris features. The
Haar transform is based on the Haar function. The Haar
function is a rectangular pair of orthonormal functions.

From table 3, it is observed that by using 8 × 8
fragmental coefficients of Haar transformed iris (as observed
from an average of accuracy values across all datasets and
all machine learning classifiers), the good performance is
achieved because of the energy compaction property of Haar
transformed.

Table 5 shows best performers using accuracy for the
proposed Iris-PAD approach with Haar transform for the
datasets used during implementation. From Table 5, it is
observed that images of synthetic iris from CASIA datasets
got 99.87% accuracy with ‘4 × 4’ fragmental coefficients of
Haar transform iris by using random forest and the ensembles
SVM+RF+RT of classifiers. By using only 4× 4 fragmental
coefficients, Haar can achieve good performance because of
its Haar wavelet function.

TABLE 5. Best performance using accuracy for the proposed approach of
Iris-PAD using Haar transform for all datasets used during
implementation.

Figure 8 presents the performance evaluation of proposed
iris PAD using fragmental coefficients of Haar transformed
iris against considered iris spoofing attacks for specific
machine learning classifiers. It is observed from the obtained
value of accuracy that the proposed approach gives better
robustness against synthetic iris images across all classifiers
and ensembles.

The Random forest classifiers gave better accuracy indicat-
ing more robustness against all types of iris spoofing attacks
except PP, PS, CD, and VID attacks; the ensemble classifier
gave the best results for these spoofing attacks. Ensembles
classifiers used in the proposed approach works on majority
votes, which helped achieve this best performance.

C. RESULTS OF IRIS-PAD WITH FRAGMENTAL
COEFFICIENTS OF HYBRID TRANSFORM IRIS
In several cases, respective wavelet transformations were
proven to be superior to orthogonal transforms [6]. The hybrid
wavelet transform is made up of two orthogonal transforms:
the DCT and the Haar Transform.
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FIGURE 8. Performance evaluation of considered iris Spoofing attacks for specific machine learning classifiers in the proposed approach of Iris-PAD for
Haar transforms using percentage accuracy.

TABLE 6. Best performance using accuracy for the proposed approach of
Iris-PAD using Hybrid transform for all datasets used during
implementation.

From table 3, it is observed that by using 16 × 16 frag-
mental coefficients of Hybrid transformed iris (as observed
from an average of accuracy values across all datasets and all
machine learning classifiers), good performance is achieved
because of the energy compaction property of cosine and
Haar transform.

Table 6 shows best performers using accuracy for the
proposed Iris-PAD approach with Hybrid transform for
the datasets used during implementation. From Table 6,
it is observed that images of synthetic iris from CASIA
datasets got 99.95% accuracy with ‘4 × 4’ fragmental
coefficients of Hybrid transform iris by using the random
forest classifier. Hybrid transform can achieve good per-
formance because of the strengths of both the transform
wavelets.

Figure 9 presents the performance evaluation of proposed
iris PAD using fragmental coefficients of Hybrid transformed
iris against considered iris spoofing attacks for specific
machine learning classifiers. It is observed from the obtained

values of accuracy that the proposed approach gives better
robustness against synthetic iris images across all classifiers
and ensembles.

The Random forest classifiers gave better accuracy indi-
cating more robustness against all types of iris spoofing
attacks except PC, PS, and VID attacks. The Random
forest may have shown better due to bagging and feature
randomness used in random forests while building the
tree.

The use of Hybrid transforms to distinguish between live
and fake artifacts offers improved outcomes compared to
DCT and Haar Transform approaches. The findings show
that the suggested approach. Appling the Cosine-Haar hybrid
transform on iris image is computationally lighter than
individually applying Cosine transform or Haar transform on
iris image.

D. SPOOFING ATTACKS SPECIFIC RESULTS
The proposed liveness detection performance analysis
described in the previous subsection is based on percentage
accuracy. However, accuracy is not the only reliable criterion
for evaluating a classifier since it ignores the class imbal-
ance and underlying feature distribution. Furthermore, the
accuracy depends on a bias/threshold value and varies with
changes in the threshold, which occurs due to the threshold’s
difference to the underlying class distribution. As a result,
the proposed technique is also evaluated using a more
robust and trustworthy metric like APCER, NPCER, and
ACER. [5].

Table 7 shows the best performances using Accuracy,
APCER, NPCER, and ACER for the proposed approach
of iris liveness detection with different types of spoofing
attacks for respective datasets [4] considering individual
classifiers/ ensembles with a specific size of fragmental
coefficients.
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FIGURE 9. Performance evaluation of considered iris spoofing attacks for specific machine learning classifiers in the proposed approach of Iris-PAD for
hybrid transform using percentage accuracy.

The proposed iris PAD has given acceptable accuracy with
minimum error rates for almost all possible attacks given in
considered six assorted datasets.

VI. DISCUSSION
The proposed iris -PAD is experimented with using DCT,
Haar, and hybridization of these two transforms. The primary
purpose of using the transform domain for experimentation is:
first, the image data is bifurcated into low and high-energy
components in a transform domain, which reduces the
size of the feature vector (by considering few high energy
coefficients) and speeds up the classification; second, data
in the transform domain usually independent of illumination
and rotational fluctuations, resulting in a robust classification
mechanism.

A discrete cosine transform enables high energy content
to accumulate in the low-frequency region in the transform
domain. The Haar transformation is based on the Haar statis-
tic. The Haar function is a rectangular pair of orthonormal
functions. Combining two fundamental matrices, such as the
DCT and the Haar Transform, yields the hybrid transform.
The concept of a hybrid wavelet transform arises from
the need to combine the characteristics of two orthogonal
transform wavelets to benefit from both of their strengths.

In all these transforms, high energy content gets accumu-
lated in the low-frequency region in the left topmost corner
of the transformed iris Image. This achieves the significant
energy compaction in a significantly smaller number of
high energy coefficients. High energy transformed iris image
coefficients are taken with 16 × 16’,’ 8 × 8’, and ‘4 ×
4’ to form feature vectors for the proposed Iris-PAD. The
feature vector is generated by the methods described in
section III B. These features are utilized for training seven
different machine learning and ensembles of classifiers. The

Tenfold cross-validation approach is used for training these
classifiers for presentation attacks detection. For testing
purposes, Six standard datasets are used: Clarkson 2015,
IIITD Contact, IIITD Combined Spoofing Database, CASIA,
Post-Mortem- Iris, and MBGC; additionally, databases such
as Clarkson 2017, CASIA can be examined in the future. All
these datasets are explained in detail in section IV A. For
comparing the performance of all the experimented variations
of the proposed method, the accuracy as standard machine
learning performance evaluation metrics is used along with
APCER, NPCER, and ACER. These performance measures
are described in section IV B. Feature extracted using DCT
has delivered an excellent average classification accuracy,
as stated in section V A. As explained in section V B, the
Haar transform has shown better accuracy than the DCT
transform. Whereas a hybridization of DCT and Haar has
given the best Iris-PAD accuracy as 99.92% for Clarkson
2015 dataset using 8 × 8 fragmental coefficients with
random forest classifiers, 83.24% for IIITD Contact datasets
using 8 × 8 fragmental coefficients with random forest
classifiers, 97.85% for IIITD combine spoofing datasets
using 16 × 16 fragmental coefficients with ensembles
of SVM+RF+NB classifiers, 99.95% for CASIA dataset
using 4× 4 fragmental coefficients with random forest classi-
fiers,99.89% for Post-Mortem dataset using 8× 8 fragmental
coefficients with random forest classifiers, and 99.89 for
MBGC dataset using 16 × 16 fragmental coefficients with
ensembles of RF+SVM+MLP classifiers. A comparison of
the performance of differentmachine learning classifiers such
as Naive Bayes, SVM, Random Forest, J48, and ensembles
of SVM+RF+NB, SVM+RF+RT, and RF+SVM+MLP
have been used for the classification of Live and Spoof
iris images. Random forest classifier yielded a maximum
accuracy of 99.95%. Though hybridization of transform has
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TABLE 7. Best performance using accuracy, APCER, NPCER, ACER, and TPR for the proposed approach of iris liveness detection with different types of
spoofing attacks.

shown promise in the image classification of colored images
for various applications, such as land usage identification,
gender classification, and so on, it has also shown promising
results for Iris-PAD.

As accuracy is not sufficient for evaluating a classifier.
We used APCER, NPCER, and ACER for evaluating
performance. For the first time, nine different spoofing
attacks (PP, CL_TX, PC, PS, SY, CL_CO, CL_CL, CD, VID)
are identified using the hybridization approach. It has been
observed that texture contact lens, synthetic iris, cadaver iris,
and iris video spoofing attacks images give the lowest rate of
ACER in all transforms. A lower rate of the ACER indicates
the excellent performance of the system. The lowest ACER
was achieved by print attack and synthetic iris attack images
with the help of Haar and DCT transform, respectively. The
proposed approach gives the best performance with high-
quality images, for example, images in CASIA, MBGC
dataset. However, images captured with high illumination
may result in lower performances, and it would also take
substantial time to pre-process the images.

A. COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART
APPROACHES
The DCT and Haar transform hybridization can distinguish
between live and faked artifacts and offer improved outcomes
compared to the latest state-of-the-art approaches. The
findings (Table 8) show that most approaches detect only
one or two types of iris spoofing attacks and work with a

maximum of two or three datasets. Our proposed approach
detects nine different types of iris spoofing attacks and works
with six benchmark datasets. Even though some state-of-
the-art approaches give better performance compared to the
proposed approach, our method gives robustness against
possible iris spoofing attacks.

Figure 10 shows the performance evaluation of proposed
iris spoofing attacks with other prevailing methods for the
IIITD dataset using percentage accuracy. From the figure,
it has been observed that the proposed approach gives nearly
equivalent results with reduced feature vector size. Similarly,
the proposed method gives robustness against possible iris
spoofing attacks. The proposed approach is compared with
other state-of-the-art methods used in this area, and it is
concluded that the proposed approach outperforms other
methods.

B. USABILITY AND SAFETY ISSUES
The size of the iris biometric template has been reduced
to make the suggested approach appropriate for efficient
algorithmic verification in embedded devices and IoT
technologies. The feature extraction results (feature sets 8 ×
8 and 4 × 4) show that the size of an iris biometric template
may be reduced to 128 and 64 bits, respectively, which is
a significant reduction compared to the 2048-bit biometric
template obtained using Daugman’s method [21].

Although this reduction allows the suggested solution to
be implemented in devices with limited memory, it does not
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TABLE 8. The comparative analysis/study of the proposed approach and prevailing methods.

FIGURE 10. Performance evaluation of proposed iris spoofing attacks with other prevailing methods for IIITD
dataset using percentage accuracy.

affect the security of the biometric templates. A biometric
template is kept in a repository as a set of numeric

feature values in the suggested method. These iris templates,
in contrast to traditional techniques, cannot be utilized to
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reconstitute the original iris images, for example, using
genetic algorithms [39] or neural networks, therefore elim-
inating the prospect of successfully attacking the biometric
system using synthetic iris images [21].

VII. CONCLUSION
The paper proposed a novel method of Iris-PAD which is
robust against nine types of iris spoofing attacks. In the
proposed approach, the transform domain with hybridization
of DCT and Haar transform is used to extract the features
directly from iris images without applying any preprocessing
to iris images. The paper demonstrated the proposed Iris-
PAD approach using features taken as fragmental coefficients
of DCT, Haar, and hybrid transformed iris images. For
validation, the threemain features generated using DCT, Haar
and Hybrid transform are utilized for training seven different
machine learning classifiers and ensembles.

The experiential validation of the proposed Iris-PAD
approach is done on six benchmark datasets. The perfor-
mance comparison of variants of the proposed approach
is made by using accuracy, APCER, NPCER, and ACER.
Using total seven classifiers, three transforms, and three types
of fragmental coefficients resulting in 54 (3 × 3 × 7 =
54) variants of proposed iris-PAD approach got validated
to identify nine types of iris spoofing attacks. For Clarkson
2015 dataset, texture contact lens images are identified
with 99.92% accuracy using a hybrid transform fragmental
coefficient of size 8× 8 with a Random Forest classifier. The
highest accuracy of 99.95% of the CASIA dataset is achieved
by the Hybrid transform fragmental coefficient of size 4 × 4
with a Random Forest classifier. IIITD-Contact got 83.24%
by using Hybrid transform fragmental coefficient of size 8×
8 with Random Forest classifier, IIITD-Spoofing got 97.85%
with the help of Hybrid transform fragmental coefficient
of size 16 × 16 by using SVM+RF+RT classifiers, Post-
Mortem and MBGC got 99.89% accuracy to identify live and
spoofed iris images by using Hybrid transform fragmental
coefficient of size 8 × 8 with Random Forest classifier.
Even though some state-of-the-art approaches gave better
performance compared to the proposed approach, our method
gives robustness against nine possible iris spoofing attacks.
The majority of computed ACER values are less than 1%,
making this technique a promising contender for a generic
spoof detection mechanism. Thus, simple pre-processing
techniques with hybridization of transform using ensembles
of classifiers give a robust framework against all nine types
of iris spoofing attacks. In future work, this framework may
be extended with the other hybridization of transforms, like
DCT and Slant, DCT and Kekre transform, etc. The proposed
framework can be extended to other biometric traits like
fingerprint, Face and could be a promising framework for
robust biometric identification.
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